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ABSTRACT 
  We have found that a beryllium (Be) atom on nanostructured materials with H2 molecules generates a 
Kubas-like dihydrogen complex [H. Lee et al. arXiv:1002.2247v1 (2010)]. Here, we investigate the 
feasibility of Be-decorated fullerenes for hydrogen storage using ab initio calculations. We find that the 
aggregation of Be atoms on pristine fullerenes is energetically preferred, resulting in the dissociation of 
the dihydrogen. In contrast, for boron (B)-doped fullerenes, Be atoms prefer to be individually attached 
to B sites of the fullerenes, and a maximum of one H2 molecule binds to each Be atom in a form of 
dihydrogen with a binding energy of ~0.3 eV. Our results show that individual dispersed Be-decorated 
B-doped fullerenes can serve as a room-temperature hydrogen storage medium. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrogen storage in solid-state materials is of importance for the development of hydrogen fuel-cell 
powered vehicles and for safe mobile applications.1 Recently, nanostructured materials adsorbing 
hydrogen on their surface have received much attention as a hydrogen storage medium because of the 
potential of good reversibility, fast kinetics, and high capacity.2-5 However, it has been found that the 
storage capacity in these nanomaterials decreases significantly near room temperature and ambient 
pressure6. The reason is that the binding energy of H2 molecules on these materials is mediated by the 
van der Waals interaction (~0.04 eV) which is much short of the required energy of ~0.3−0.4 eV.7,8
In recent years, transition metal (TM)-dihydrogen complexes9 have been of intense interest for 
hydrogen storage purposes because of the potential of the application of these complexes to hydrogen 
storage materials that operate at room temperature and ambient pressure. Density functional theory 
(DFT) studies have shown that, using TM-dihydrogen complexes, TM (Sc, Ti, V, and Ni)-decorated 
nanomaterials adsorb H2 molecules with a binding energy of ~0.2−0.8 eV via the hybridization of TM d 
orbits and H2 σ or σ* orbits.10-15 The hydrogen storage capacity reaches the gravimetric goal of 9 wt% of 
the Department of Energy (DOE) by the year 2015.16 However, it has turned out that the aggregation of 
TM atoms is energetically preferred and changes significantly the adsorption nature of the H2 
molecules, resulting in the dissociation of H2 molecules and the reduction of dihydrogen 
complexes.7,17,18 Instead of TM atoms, searching for different elements for decoration is necessary to 
overcome the issues of the aggregation in metal-decorated  hydrogen storage systems. Recently, alkali 
or alkali earth metal atoms have been considered as elements for decorating nanomaterials for hydrogen 
storage. It has been found that alkali (or earth) metal-decorated nanomaterials can adsorb H2 molecules 
with a binding energy of ~0.1−0.2 eV.19-23
More recently, it has been found that, similarly to TM-dihydrogen complexes, beryllium atom (Be) 
with H2 molecules forms Be-dihydrogen complexes on nanostructures, e.g., fullerenes or carbon 
nanotubes.24 It has also been found that the binding mechanism of H2 molecules on the Be atom comes 
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from the hybridization of the Be s or p orbits with the H2 σ orbits. Using the equilibrium grand partition 
function, it has been demonstrated that H2 molecules adsorb on Be atoms on nanostructures at 25 oC and 
30 atm and they are desorbed at 100 oC and 3 atm. The binding and releasing of H2 molecules at the 
practical conditions are attributed to the desirable energy of H2 molecules ~0.2−0.4 eV/H2. It has been 
suggested that Be-dihydrogen complexes may be applicable to a nanostructured hydrogen storage 
material that operates at room temperature and ambient pressure. 
In this paper, we show the feasibility of Be-decorated fullerenes as a hydrogen storage medium. We 
find that the aggregation of Be atoms on pristine fullerenes is energetically preferred and changes the 
adsorption nature of H  molecules, resulting in the dissociation of H2 2 molecules and the reduction of the 
number of adsorbed H2 molecules. In contrast, Be atoms prefer to be individually attached to B sites of 
B-doped fullerenes, and one H2 molecule binds to each Be atom with a binding energy of ~0.3 eV. We 
also exhibit that a Be-decorated B-doped fullerene adsorbs H2 molecules with the gravimetric capacity 
of 1.6 wt %. 
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
All our calculations were performed using the density functional theory with the plane-wave-based 
total energy minimization25. The exchange correlation energy functional of generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA)26 was used, and the kinetic energy cutoff was taken to be 400 eV. The optimized 
atomic positions were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman force on each atom met less than 0.01 eV/Å. 
The supercell27 calculations throughout were employed where the adjacent molecules were separated by 
over 10 Å to eliminate spurious interactions between periodic images on the different molecules. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It has been found that a Be atom prefers to be attached on top of the carbon-carbon bond of pristine 
fullerenes, and each Be atom binds up to two H2 molecules.24 In contrast, the Be atom prefers to be 
attached to the hexagonal center including B atoms of B-doped fullerenes and binds up to one H2 
molecule. Here, we investigate the question of whether Be atoms are aggregated on a fullerene (C60) and 
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a B-doped fullerene (C48BB12) as well as the effects of the aggregation of Be atoms on the adsorption of 
H2 molecules. Figures 1(a)−1(c) show the optimized geometries of the attachment for two Be atoms on 
a C60 as different adsorption configurations. We confirm that one Be atom aggregated on top of each of 
two carbon atoms of a hexagon of C60 (Figure 1(c)) is energetically preferred over the other cases for the 
attachment of two Be atoms aggregated on top of the carbon-carbon bond of one hexagon (Figure 1(b)) 
and two isolated Be atoms adsorbed on the carbon-carbon bond (Figure 1(a)) by 0.10 and 1.58 eV, 
respectively. These results show that Be atoms prefer to be aggregated on fullerenes because the binding 
energy of a Be atom on fullerenes (~0.7 eV) is much smaller than the cohesive energy of bulk Be (~3.3 
eV). In contrast, when two Be atoms are individually dispersed on a C48B12B  (Figure 1(d)), the energy is 
0.87 and 1.11 eV lower, respectively, than the other cases for the attachment of one Be atom aggregated 
on each of two hexagonal centers and two Be atoms aggregated on top of the carbon atoms of a hexagon 
as shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. This suppression of the aggregation of Be atoms is 
attributed to preferential binding of Be atoms to B sites of the C48BB12 with a large binding energy of ~3 
eV per Be atom. 
The attractive feature is that, like the case of an isolated Be atom on C60,24 up to 4 H2 molecules 
adsorb on the two aggregated Be atoms (2 H2 per Be) with the binding energy of 0.25 eV/H2 as shown 
in Fig. 1(g). The Be-dihydrogen complexes on the two aggregated Be atoms are analogous to Be22+-
dihydrogen complexes in vacuum, i.e., Be2H42+.28 The number of adsorbed H2 molecules per Be atom as 
well as the bond length of H2 molecules (~0.80 Å) in two cases is the same. In addition, the distance 
between the Be atom and the H atom in the Be atom on a C60 and Be+2 ion is 1.53 and 1.62 Å, 
respectively. For the Be atom attached to C48BB12, up to one H2 molecule adsorbs on the Be atom with 
the binding energy of 0.31 eV/H2 as shown in Fig. 2(h) where the distance between the Be atom and the 
H atom is 1.68 Å and the bond length of the H2 molecule is slightly elongated from 0.75 Å of the 
isolated molecule to 0.78 Å. The difference in the number of adsorbed H2 molecules between above 
both cases comes from the different hybridizations between Be atom and pristine fullerenes or B-doped 
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fullerenes.  The calculated values with the local density approximation (LDA) are approximately twice 
as much as those values presented above with the GGA. We think that the correct values are expected to 
be somewhere in between the two approximations. 
24
Next, we examine how four Be atoms are dispersed on a C60 and a C48BB12 to further understand the 
tendency for Be aggregation. We find that, similarly to the case of two Be atoms on a C60, four 
aggregated Be atoms on one hexagon of C60 as displayed in Fig. 2(c) are energetically preferred to two 
aggregated Be atoms on top of each of two hexagons and four isolated Be atoms on the C60 as shown in 
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) by 1.00 and 3.95 eV, respectively. In contrast, for the C48B12B , individual attachment 
of four Be atoms on the hexagons including B atoms (two B atom per hexagon) (Figure 2(d)) is 
energetically more favorable than the other cases for the attachment of four aggregated Be atoms on one 
hexagon and two groups of one Be atom aggregated on each of two adjacent hexagonal centers by 2.07 
and 2.33 eV as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. Therefore, Be atoms prefer to be individually 
dispersed on B-doped fullerenes as opposed to be aggregated on pristine fullerenes. 
We also examine the effects of the aggregation of four Be atoms on adsorption of H2 molecules. 
Figure 3(a) shows eight H2 molecules put on the four aggregated Be atoms (2 H2 per Be) with a distance 
of ~1.7 Å between the H2 molecules and the Be before the energy minimization calculation is carried 
out. We find that the aggregation of Be changes the adsorption nature of H2 molecules compared to the 
case of an isolated Be atom on a C60, resulting in the dissociation of H2 molecules and the reduction of 
the number of adsorbed H2 molecules as displayed in Fig. 3(b). The bonding lengths and geometry 
among aggregated Be atoms are changed by the adsorption of H2 molecules. Therefore, the number of 
adsorbed H2 molecules as well as the binding energy of the H2 molecules is reduced. The behavior is 
similar to aggregation effects of transition metal atoms on other nanomaterials.7,17,18 In contrast, 
individually dispersed Be atoms on a C48BB12 adsorb H2 molecules as in the case of a single Be atom 
attached to the C48B12B  without any changes. Therefore, B-doped fullerenes may be suitable for a 
backbone for Be decoration because of no aggregation of Be atoms. 
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Figure 3(c) exhibits the optimized geometry of a Be-decorated C48BB12 with maximally adsorbed H2 
molecules. Since the attachment of Be atoms on the hexagons including two B atoms is preferred and 
the C48B12B  has the six hexagons, only adsorption of six Be atoms is considered. The hydrogen storage 
gravimetric capacity is 1.6 wt% of hydrogen, and the molecular formula for the Be-decorated C48BB12 is 
expressed as C48B12B ·6Be·6H2. The capacity would further increase if the number of Be atoms decorating 
the C48BB12 is increased. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we have performed ab initio calculations for Be dispersion on fullerenes and adsorption 
of H2 molecules to search for a hydrogen storage medium consisting of Be atoms and fullerenes. Like 
transition metal-decorated nanomaterials, individually dispersed Be-decorated fullerenes can serve as a 
hydrogen storage medium that operates at room temperature and ambient pressure. Be atoms prefer to 
be individually attached on B-doped fullerenes, and H2 molecules bind to each Be atom with a binding 
energy of ~0.3 eV/H2. We feel that our results stimulate further theoretical efforts to the search for 
hydrogen storage media in a combination of Be atoms and various nanostructures such as carbon 
nanotubes and graphene. 
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FIG. 1. (a) Two Be atoms individually attached on top of two of the carbon-carbon bonds of a C60. (b) 
Two Be atoms aggregated on top of the carbon-carbon bond of a hexagon of a C60. (c) Two Be atoms 
aggregated on top of the carbon atoms of a hexagon of a C60. (d) One Be atom individually attached on 
each of two hexagonal centers including two B atoms of a C48BB12. (e) One Be atom aggregated on each 
of two hexagonal centers of a C48B12B . (f) Two Be atoms aggregated on top of the carbon atoms of a 
hexagon of a C48BB12. (g) and (h) Optimized geometries for the adsorption of four and two H2 molecules 
on two aggregated and one isolated Be atoms on C60, respectively. The total energy (E) of the lowest 
energy structure is set to zero. Green, blue, yellow, and white dots indicate carbon atom, beryllium atom, 
boron atom, and hydrogen atom. 
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FIG. 2. (a) One Be atom individually attached on top of each of four carbon-carbon bonds of a C60. (b) 
Two aggregated Be atoms on top of each of two hexagons of a C60. (c) Four Be atoms aggregated on 
one hexagon of a C60. (d) One Be atom individually attached on each of four hexagonal centers 
including two B atoms of a C48BB12. (e) Two groups of one Be atom aggregated on each of two adjacent 
hexagonal centers of a C48B12B . (f) Four Be atoms aggregated on one hexagon of a C48BB12. The total 
energy (E) of the lowest energy structure is set to zero.  
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 FIG. 3. (a) and (b) Atomic structures for the adsorption of eight H2 molecules on four aggregated Be 
atoms (2 H2 per Be) on a C60 before and after the energy minimization calculation, respectively. (c) The 
optimized atomic structure for a Be-decorated C48BB12 with maximally adsorbed H2 molecules. 
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